Essay of Clayton
Dear Dr Ernesto,
You may see First Letter Mr Clayton in 2001.
: "Clayton Davis" <cd19@erols.com>
&'(): <vasiljev@tmei.ttn.ru>
+,(-: Dobryj Utro
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vasiljev,
Dobryj Utro, Vasiljev. Ya rad chto vy Christian!
Forgive my halting Russian ability. I was trained at Syracuse
University in New York state in 1958 to be a military translator.
I am glad to see you are a Christian, or at least pray for peace.
I believe one should pray daily and not be too dismayed at world events.
They will come and we must remain prepared.
Davis, Clayton, writer, pilot
/"who's Who in the World*21st", p.501
Read my literary work at http://www.geocities.com/cd19
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=DE:
Clayton Davis <cd19@erols.com>
FGHI:
"Vasiljev" <vasiljev@mariupol.biz>
(K LMKNG: 18 OPQKRST 2003 V., 16:46:21
YPHK:
Smile for the Day
KZ&[: <NPE>
--====----====----====----====----====----====----====----====----====----===-Thank you, Vasiljev. Here is an essay of mine you may post on the Web-Page
with my blessing.
Clayton Davis (410) 647-6148 500 words
2 Brenda Court
Severna Park, MD 21146-3604
BEING BORN AGAIN
Delivers you to a safer place in the Universe.
by Clayton Davis
You are a spirit. You have a soul. And you live in a body.
Your body produces feelings of pleasure, hunger, pain, and trembling.
Your soul is your mind, intellect and emotions. Your mind produces reason,
judgement, logic.
Your spirit is the real you. It produces conscience. And that will guide
your mind. Your spirit lives forever, someplace, with its chosen god. It
very likely may not be with God, the creator of the heavens and the earth.
It might be with Satan, unless the right choice has to be made by each
individual's mind.
Adam's spirit, body, and soul were perfect when first created. Then his mind
chose to disobey. His body would have lived forever, because it was a
glorified body in the same manner as Jesus' body is glorified.
The original version of your spirit is contaminated by Adam's first mistake,
because we are his descendants. All messages from it to your mind are
Satan's, and thereby selfish.
Being born again means each individual has made the choice
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with the mind to obey God. In that instant the spirit becomes a new thing.
Then it has the same qualities as Adam's had at the moment he was created.
Here is what is meant by the words "born again". Your spirit was
instantaneously recreated. God set up the plan that way. But hold on, right
after you are born again, you will notice your body and mind have the same
old appetites and thoughts. That's because your body had previously been
occupied by a spirit flawed with Adam's original mistake. For that reason
your body was well along the way to self-destruction by the time your spirit
got recreated, or reborn.
After being born again, your mind is still full of habit patterns that it
learned while your spirit had Adam's mistake in it. As time passes, after
you are born again, your conscience begins to retrain your mind to think
God's thoughts.
Each living person gets the opportunity to retake the quiz that Adam and Eve
both flunked. No one else can do it for the individual. It must be done in
the mind of each person. Listening to fine sermons, joining and attending
church, participating in all the rituals, those will not recreate your
spirit.
Having your neighbors, friends and family pray for your soul after your
spirit has departed this earth's body, that is similar to reciting poetry
over a computer after the switch has been
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turned off. Gone, it is all gone. The spirit went to be with its chosen
leader, where it will stay for all eternity.
Singing sweet songs as the body is returned to ashes and dust, that is a
grave-side ceremony having no more effect than patting your cold computer
atop its screen after you turned the switch off.
----- Original Message ----From: "Vasiljev" <vasiljev@mariupol.biz>
To: "Clayton Davis" <cd19@erols.com>
Cc: <committee@cic-wsc.org>
Sent: Thursday, December 18, 2003 6:57 AM
Subject: Re: Smile for the Day
Dear Our Friend Mr. Clayton,
Thank You very much for Your Letter. We all are very GLAD for YOU !
We have made Great Act with Dr.Ernesto.
You may see it on Web-Page CIC www.cic-wsc.org .
I think Mr. George Bush is Great Person of the World and I full agree
with my Father (Document 14 on the Web-Page www.cic-wsc.org ).
But I received First Your Letter (and after Letter from Mr Bush).
I always memory about it !
We will be very pleasure if You decide give us one of Your works on
our Web-Page www.cic-wsc.org . It will be HONOR for us.
You was First Great Man gave your Opinion of our Anagram of Civil
International Committee (CIC). We never no forget It.
Sincerely
All Yours
Alexander Vasiljev
TANAIS Reg.
You wrote: December 4, 2003, 20:48:27:
Joe, Thanks. I needed that smile. Because just now I opened an envelope
from a publisher and it was a signed contract for my book about modifying
DNA.
You may find a description of it under the title "Kindness, a Little
Drop of Water Cures Everything" at Amazon.Com after searching for Author:
Clayton Davis
I started shopping around to foist off upon unsuspecting commercial
book publishers all three of my self-published works.
I can do that because I hold the © Copyrights to all three.

Now I just hope they don't want me to appear at book signings.
Perhaps I can appoint a stand-in. You willing to talk like me and describe
the book? I can teach you how to sign "Clayton Davis,
Best Wishes in 2003."
CLAYTON DAVIS
2 Brenda Court
Severna Park, MD 21146-3604
tel: 410-544-6052
(homepage) http://www.geocities.com/cd19
(email) cd19@erols.com

